
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KS1 

Rabbits 

Summer Term 1 2019 

Welcome back Rabbits! 

 I hope you have had a lovely Easter break and the children have 

had a well-deserved rest and eaten lots of chocolate! 

We have enjoyed reading a number of different books in class 

and it would be wonderful if they would continue this at home. 

This half term our topic is ‘The Enchanted Woodland’ please see 

the topic planner for more information. 

PE will still take place on a Monday afternoon as well as alternate 

Thursdays and Fridays. So it would be worthwhile for your child 

to keep their PE kit at school from Monday to Friday. Please make 

sure your child has the correct PE Kit and that it has their name 

in.   

The topic homework sheet has lots of ideas of projects and 

activities that the children can complete with you at home. The 

children can complete as many of these as they want and then 

bring them into school. The children are also encouraged to keep 

practising counting in 2s, 5s & 10s as this will help them to learn 

their times tables ready for Year 2! Spellings will be sent home on 

a Monday.  

If you have any queries please feel free to come and see one of 

us. 

Thank you for your support. 

Mrs Town    Mrs Pitcher 

 (class teacher)    (Teaching Assistant) 

Parent / Carer Information 

 



 

                         

 

 

                                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Enchanted 

Woodland 

 

English 

We will be reading the text ‘Dinosaurs And All That Rubbish’. 

We will explore the themes and ideas in the story, such as 

dreams, desires and how to keep the earth a nice place to call 

home. We will create a variety of written outcomes including 

reports, setting descriptions, letters, instructions, retellings 

and eventually a class pamphlet about how to look after the 

planet – all to help the man in the story. 

Maths 

During Maths this half term the children will be developing their 

knowledge and understanding numbers, using place value to 

identify the number of tens and ones in a number. We will also 

learn about multiplication and division by counting groups of 

objects and sharing equally. 

Science 

In Science this half term the children will be exploring living things 

and their habitats. The children will explore a variety of habitats 

and look at how living things are suited to these. We will find out 

about food chains and look at a variety of different animals and 

plants and how they are dependent on each other in our eco-

system. 

 

Computing 

The children will develop their skills when using 

software such as paint and brushes to create 

illustrations. The children will use their skills to 

create an eBook of a traditional tale, creating 

the characters and backgrounds to match the 

text. 

History 

In History, the children will be finding out about the evolution 

of transportation, in particular air travel. They will find out 

about how planes have changed and how this has influenced 

our lives today. They will also be introduced to some significant 

people who have paved the way for air travel today. 

Art 

We will be exploring the work of artists such as Andy 

Goldsworthy, who creates works of art from natural 

materials. His work compliments the landscape it is 

placed in and ours will be a collective effort, using 

leaves, grass, flowers, seeds, pebbles and shells to 

create an interesting sculpture. 

PHSCE / RE  

In PHSCE children will develop their understanding of respect for 

their bodies and themselves. Children will also consider simple 

hygiene practices and their levels of responsibility for carrying these 

out. In RE we will continue to learn about the Jewish faith and look at 

the lives of significant people within the faith. 

Music 

The children will explore 

tempo, pitch and volume 

using ‘The Flight Of The 

Bumble Bee’ as a stimulus, 

and write their own music 

transcripts. 

 

PE 

The children will 

develop their sending 

and receiving skills in 

a variety of ways 

using equipment 

such as rackets and 

nets. 

 

This is an overview of what your child will be learning this term: 


